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DANCE OF THE DEAD: A LEGAL TANGO FOR
CONTROL OF NATIVE AMERICAN SKELETAL
REMAINS
John E. Peterson 11*
Introduction
The conflict over whether to retain or return archeologically
excavated human skeletal materials and associated grave items
of Native American origin is a topic of intense debate. It
involves a host of participants, and the heart of the issue
involves a conflict of values. As such, it is an issue that
challenges resolution because it requires an understanding of
cultural perspectives that, at times, seem to be diametrically
opposed.
The dispute is complex. It pits a variety of parties that are
knowledgeable, interested, and sensitive to Native American
culture and history against one another. The primary partici-
pants are archeologists, physical anthropologists, museums, and
Indian groups and their supporters. Although these parties
share a common interest in the appreciation of Indian heritage,
there is great division both within and between these groups
over the treatment of skeletal remains ancestral to living Native
American populations.
In light of this mix of interests, it is not surprising that the
issues are multifaceted and extend along the entire range of
situations affecting skeletal remains. At the outset, there is the
question: Should Native American grave sites be archeologically
excavated, or should they remain undisturbed? If remains are
excavated should they be allowed to be placed on public dis-
play? Should scientific analysis be conducted? And ultimately,
should the remains be retained in perpetuity by an agency or
institution, or should they be returned to living Indian groups
for reburial?
These questions arise in many contexts, and possible solu-
tions are as varied as the perspectives of the participants. To
some, most notably members of the anthropological and mu-
seum professions, the dilemma is primarily within the realm of
* M.A. Anthropology, 1980, University of Nebraska; J.D., 1988, University of
Nebraska College of Law. Archeologist, Bureau of Reclamation, Durango, Colorado.
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professional ethics.' Native Americans, on the other hand,
frequently view the problem from the perspective of religion.2
Still others have attempted to reconcile ethical and religious
values from a more general philosophical perspective.3 Finally
in the end, when all other forms of problem resolution fail,
the issues become legal-to be resolved in either a judicial or
legislative framework. 4
This article examines the legal issues related to protecting
burial sites and returning excavated skeletal material for re-
burial. In order to frame the issues within a meaningfiul context,
the cultural perspective or world view of the various partici-
pants are first examined. Next, legal approaches for resolving
the problem are assessed. Finally, some pragmatic solutions
are offered and conclusions are presented.
World View
The conflict over Native American skeletal material and
associated grave items is largely the result of disparate world
view.5 The term "world view" has been defined as "[t]he view
of life and the total environment that an individual holds or
that is characteristic of the members of society .... It is the
human being's inside view, colored, shaped, and rearranged
1. See, e.g., Johnson, Professional Responsibility and the American Indian, 38
Am. ANnQurry 129 (1973). See also Bahm, Skeletons in the Cupboard, NEw ScIENisT,
Nov. 13, 1986; Mulvaney, Archeological Retrospect 9, 60 ANTQurry 96 (1986); Webb,
Reburying Australian Skeletons, 61 ANTiQuITY 292 (1987); Zimmerman, Webb on
Reburial: A North American Perspective, 61 ANTnQurry 462 (1987) (discussion of ethical
concerns about the treatment of skeletal remains from indigenous populations in other
countries, e.g., Australia, Egypt, and Israel).
2. See, e.g., Grimes, Desecration of the Dead: An Inter-religious Controversy, 305
Am. INDmr Q. 10 (1986).
3. See, e.g., Bahn, Do Not Disturb? Archaeology and the Rights of the Dead,
213 J. AFprPm Pni. 1 (1984).
4. See Echo-Hawk, Museum Rights vs. Indian Rights: Guidelines for Assessing
Competing Legal Interests in Native Cultural Resources, 14 N.Y.U. REv. L. & Soc.
CHAGE 437 (1986); Higginbotham, Native Americans Versus Archaeologists: The Legal
Issues, 10 Am. IND.w L. REV. 91 (1982); Note, Indian Rights: Native Americans Versus
American Museums-A Battle for Artifacts, 7 Am INDjAN L. REv. 125 (1979) (authored
by Bowen Blair); Rosen, The Excavation of American Indian Burial Sites: A Problem
in Law and Professional Responsibility, 82 Am. ANT mroPOLooSr 5 (1980); Suagee,
American Indian Religious Freedom and Cultural Resources Management: Protecting
Mother Earth's Caretakers, 10 Am. INDmIAN L. REv. 1 (1982); Wilson and Zingg, What
is America's Heritage? Historic Preservation and American Indian Culture, 22 U. KAN.
L. REv. 413 (1974).
5. Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 446.
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according to his cultural preconceptions."16 Therefore, in order
to fully understand the nature of the problem, it is necessary
to understand how the problem is viewed by the various par-
ticipants.
Anthropological Perspective
Anthropology is a broad field of social science dedicated to
the study of the human animal.7 This area of study is divided
into four major subdisciplines: cultural anthropology, arche-
ology, physical anthropology, and linguistics.3 The subdiscip-
lines predominately associated with the recovery, treatment,
and study of skeletal materials are archeology and physical
anthropology. As such, the practitioners in these fields have
become the most vocal members of the anthropological com-
munity to respond to Native American grievances and con-
cerns. 9
In general, the archeologists' frame of reference is science.' 0
Although the methodology of archeology is science, the objec-
tives are anthropological." Archeology is the study of past
cultures and has as its objectives the development of cultural
chronologies, reconstruction of extinct lifeways, and the un-
derstanding of cultural processes.'1 As anthropologists, archeol-
ogists have excavated Indian burials in order to better understand
human development in North America.' 3 Through investigation
of human skeletal material valuable information is obtained
about "the relations between diet, disease, ecology, and social
arrangements as they affect mankind at present as well as in
the past."' 14
6. E. HOBEL, ANTHROPOLOGY 491 (1966).
7. See generally D. BmN-ny, THwoRnncAL ANRmoPoLoGY (1967); M. HAR=, THE
RISE OF ANTHoPOLOGIcAL THEoRY (1968); L. LANONEss, Tsr STuDY oF CutLruR (1974)
for an overview of the theoretical underpinnings of anthropology.
8. See generally C. EumBE & M. EmER, ANTHRoPoLoGy (5th ed. 1988); C. KorTxT,
ANTHRoPOLOGY: THE ExPLotATiON OF HumN Dnmi-srr" (4th ed. 1987).
9. See L. ZmEmmA & K. ZanonAN, AN ANNOTATED Bm~ioGR rH OP Tm
REBUJAL ISSUE (1987). This bibliography is a very useful tool for exploring the diverse
perspectives that have been presented in the anthropological literature.
10. See W. TAYLOR, A STuDY OF ARCHAE LOGY (1948).
11. See 0. WmrmY & P. PHmmPs, MEmOD AND THEORY IN AMERICAN ARCHAEO OGY
(1955).
12. See Binford, Archeological Perspectives, in NEw PERsPECTrVES iN ARCHEOLOGY
5 (1968).
13. See G. Wuzny & J. SABnonF, A HISToRY OP AMEC ARCAE OLooy (1975).
14. Rosen, supra note 4, at 6.
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Archeologists are not in agreement about how the wishes of
Indians are to be addressed.15 Although many archeologists are
sensitive to Native American concerns, many archeologists have
reacted with fear and anger to the increased vocalism of Indians
and their supporters.'6 In contrast, other archeologists are will-
ing to work with Indian groups and have devised compromises
that have resulted in the reburial of skeletal material. 7
The perspective of physical anthropologists is more sharply
focused than that of the archeologists. Unlike the archeologist,
the physical anthropologist has a greater stake in the dispute.
The subject matter of the physical anthropologist is the study
of human bones.
A frequently asked question is, "Why study bones?" John
W. Powell, founder of the Bureau of American Ethnology,
provides an eloquent statement about the mystery revealed in
these studies:
These materials constitute something more than a record of
quaint customs and abhorrent rites in which morbid curiosity
may reveal. In them we find the evidence of traits of char-
acter and lines of thought that yet exist and profoundly
influence civilization. Passions in the highest culture deemed
most sacred - the love of husband and wife, parent and
child, and kith and kin, tempering, beautifying, and puri-
fying social life and culminating at death, have their origin
far back in the early history of the race and leaven of the
society of savagery and civilization alike. At either end of
the line bereavement by death tears the heart and mortuary
customs are symbols of mourning. The mystery which broods
over the abbey where lie the bones of king and bishop,
gathers over the ossuary where lie the bones of chief and
shaman; for the same longing to solve the mysteries of life
and death, the same yearning for a future life, the same awe
of powers more than human, exist alike in the mind of the
savage and the sage.18
15. Sprague, American Indians and American Archaeology, 39 AM. ANTIQUITY 1
(1974).
16. See e.g., Meighan, Archaeology: Science or Sacrilege?, in ETHMCs & VAL uEs IN
ARcHAEoLoGY; Dragoo, Human Remains and Voodoo Archaeology, 26 CHrsoPMAN 31
(1988).
17. See e.g., Anderson, Reburial is it Reasonable? 38 ARcHAoLoGY 48 (1985);
Cheek & Keel, Value Conflicts in Osteo-Archaeology, in ETHmcs & VALUES iN AitceuE-
oLoGY; Zimmerman, "Tell them About Suicide": A Review of Recent Materials on the
Reburial of Prehistoric Native American Skeletons, 10 NAT. AM. Q. 333 (1986).
18. Powell, Annual Report of the Director, 1 BuanXu op Am. EmTONLooY ANN.
REP. xxvi-xxvii (1881).
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Stated in less philosophical terms, the study of bones pro-
vides a wealth of information about humans in general and
the physical attributes of individuals and groups in particular. 9
The major reasons for studying human skeletal materials have
been delimited in the classic work Human Osteology by William
M. Bass:20
1. They constitute the evidence for the study of fossil man.
2. They are the basis of racial classification in prehistory.
3. They are the means of biological comparison of prehis-
toric peoples with the present living descendants.
4. They bear witness to burial patterns and thus give evi-
dence of culture and world view of the people studied.
5. They form the major source of information about an-
cient diseases and often give clues as to the causes of
death.
6. Their identification often helps solve forensic cases.
2
'
Because human skeletal material is the subject of study,
physical anthropologists are very reluctant to see its reburial.
One physical anthropologist has described the information lost
as a result of reburial in graphic terms: "It is disturbing to
see skeletal ... material reburied. From the viewpoint of a
skeletal biologist this is similar to burning the books in our
libraries.'""
Although physical anthropologists may have had an oppor-
tunity to study skeletal materials from collections, they are
reluctant to see the materials reburied because it forecloses any
opportunity for later reanalysis. Specifically, it is recognized
that not all useful information has been extracted from existing
skeletal collections.2Y Both new research questions and tech-
niques for analysis are being developed, and the study of
human bones has yet to exhaust the wealth of knowledge that
can be obtained. 24
Native American Perspective
As between Indians and anthropologists, many Native Amer-
icans have come to view archeological excavation, scientific
19. See, e.g., D. BRoTHWE, DIGGc UP BoNES (1965).
20. W. BAss, HUMAN OsroLooy: A LuoRAToRY AND FmmD MANUAL Op THm
HUMAN Sxm.E'oN 1 (1971).
21. Id. at 1.
22. Bass, Skeletal Biology on the United States Great Plains: A History and Personal
Narrative, 17 PLuANS ANTHOPOLOGwST MEsom 3 (1981).
23. See Buikstra, A Specialist in Ancient Cemetery Studies Looks at the Reburial
Issue, 3 EAInY MAN 26 (1981).
24. See, e.g., P. KEY, CRAmomEmTc RELATONSHIPS AmONG PrINs hDnANs (1983).
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analysis, and museum display of human skeletal rhaterials as
a form of spiritual desecration. In their view, the graves of
ancestors, through whom they claim biological, cultural, and
spiritual affiliation, are being disturbed in the name of a
dispassionate science.25 Indians have long been subjected to
discriminatory practices and science has come to represent
another form of overt discrimination. 26
It is difficult to summarize a world view for all Native
Americans. One commentator, however, offers a useful gen-
eralization of that perspective:
Presumably, a generally accepted position woUld be that
human remains and religious artifacts of Native Americans
should be given the same respect accorded to the human
remains and religious artifacts of other Americans, and that
the disturbance of the dead or of religious objects, alters,
destroys, or desecrates some relationship with the spirit world.
Therefore, the dead should not be disturbed even if knowl-
edge of the past could be gained thereby. 27
In sum, many Native Americans believe that disturbance of
the dead and their burial goods should be avoided because it
is offensive to religious beliefs. 28
Although generalizations are useful for explaining the ig-
norance and insensitivity to Indian religious values, the limi-
tations inherent in generalizations must be recognized. 29 First,
fundamental differences must be recognized between traditional
tribal religions and the religious tradition of American society.
Second, although members of Indian groups may share a com-
mon cultural perspective, a diversity of religious values exist
within groups, reflecting both traditional religious values and
the enculturating influences of Euro-American religions. Fi-
nally, and most importantly, there are substantial differences
among the various tribal religions.3 0
The core of the conflict that exists between Indians and
archeologists is largely the result of disparate world views.
Native Americans believe that disturbance of the dead and their
burial goods should be avoided because it is offensive to their
25. Rosen, supra note 4, at 6.
26. See, e.g., D. BRowN, BuRy My HEART AT WouNDED KNEE (1971).
27. Higginbotham, supra note 4, at 92.
28. Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 446.
29. Suagee, supra note 4, at 9.
30. See Religion, Handbook of American Indians North of Mexico, 30 BtWBAu oF
Am. ETHNoLooY 365 (Vol. I 1910).
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religious beliefs. Archeologists have come to symbolically rep-
resent the source of evils associated with the desecration of
burials." In this role, archeologists are seen as having asserted
a claim to a right to excavate, study, and retain skeletal material
in the name of science and education. 2 In the words of one
commentator:
There is a basic conflict between archaeologists and tradi-
tional Indians. Many Indians have a fundamental belief that
interred human remains and associated grave offerings must
not be disturbed. Archeologists tend to regard human re-
mains and grave offerings as a source material from which
knowledge of prehistory can be gained that cannot be gained
from other sources, and that they have fundamental beliefs
about "the sanctity of [this] scientific data, and the inap-
propriateness of destroying it, or destroying potential access
to it." Thus when conflicts of this nature arise, each side
sees its fundamental beliefs challenged. Archaeologists may
be willing to mitigate the damage that would result from
their excavation of a cemetery, and some may be agreeable
to reinterment of human remains after they have been stud-
ied. To many traditional Indians, there is no way that the
damage can be lessened-the graves must be left undis-
turbed.33
While archeologists are typically the focal point for Native
American concerns, museums have become the latest battlefield
in the dispute for control over Indian skeletal materials and
associated grave items. 4 Many state, federal, and private mu-
seums house numerous skeletal remains and artifacts obtained
as a result of archeological excavations, public donations, and
contributions by Indians. Estimates of the number of skeletons
in collections range from 300,000 to 600,00. 3s The Smithsonian
Institution alone is estimated to contain skeletal remains of at
least 14,000 Indians.3 6
31. See V. DEroRtA, GOD iS RED 39 (1973).
32. Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 446; see also Higginbotham, supra note 4.
33. Suagee, supra note 4, at 52.
34. See e.g., Baker, Indian Artifacts and Museums: A Question of Ownership, 40
HisT. NEws 14 (1985); Floyd, The Repatriation Blues 40 Hist. NEws 6 (1985); Dill,
Reinterment of Prehistoric Human Remains: A Discussion Paper (unpublished manu-
script, State Historical Society of North Dakota 1986).
35. Moore, Federal Indian Burial Policy: Historical Anachronism or Contemporary
Reality?, 12 NATrvE Am. RioTs FuND LEoAL Rnv. 1 (1987).
36. Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 440.
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The source of animosity towards museums is diverse. First
and foremost, many museums have placed human remains on
display as part of their educational function.37 Although this
practice has been largely discontinued, many Native Americans
find it offensive to have Indian skeletons and grave goods
placed on public display. In addition, there is a perception that
the artifacts are not well cared for because museums do not
share the Indians' religious concern and knowledge about the
objects.38 Finally, Native Americans are concerned that sacred
objects will be indiscriminately deaccessioned and sold to either
private collectors or foreign countries. 39
Irony of the Conflict
The clash of world views is not without its irony.40 Anthro-
pologists in general have probably done more to preserve a
record of Native American cultures than any other entity in
American society.41 The anthropological record provides a ho-
listic impression of extinct and changing lifeways. It is a source
of knowledge for both scholars and Indians alike, and it pro-
vides a means to dispel misconceptions about Native American
culture and history.42
Many anthropologists and archeologists were drawn into
their professions out of regard for, and sensitivity toward,
Indians and their past. 43 Practitioners of these professions are
for the most part located in either government agencies or
academic institutions. Both settings provide an ideal location
from which to influence how people view and treat Native
American issues. Those in government are able to apply their
academic training to influence policy and decision making,
ensuring that the views of Indians are considered. 4 Academi-
cians influence succeeding generations of students by providing
a frame of reference with which to view other cultures; by
teaching subject areas such as cultural anthropology, Indian
studies, and prehistory. In short, anthropologists frequently
37. Rosen, supra note 4, at 6.
38. Note, supra note 4, at 128; see also Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 438.
39. Id.
40. See Echo-Hawk, supra note 4; Higginbotham, supra note 4; Suagee, supra note
4.
41. Higginbotham, supra note 4, at 93.
42. Id.
43. Id.
44. Suagee, supra note 4, at 17.
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serve as intermediaries between two world views-the larger
American society and Native Americans. 45
Museums are a bridge between Indian and contemporary
American culture.4 6 They contain the physical manifestations
of past and present Indian culture and provide a way for all
people to better understand Native Americans. They also play
a vital role in preserving religious material culture, i.e., artifact
such as sacred objects, from both the effects of governmental
intervention and cultural disintegration:47
Instances occurred throughout the country in which owners
or custodians of such materials [sacred objects] turned them
over to museums and provided the collector with the accom-
panying history, legends, songs, and ceremonies because there
were no interested successors to receive them and continue
traditional knowledge. Museums were seen as places of safe-
keeping in the face of zealous missionaries, abetted by the
Indian Bureau, who confiscated and destroyed symbols of
Indian "heathenism." The in-roads of Christianity prompted
some converts to destroy their sacred paraphernalia unless a
museum curator managed to intervene in time with an offer
to purchase medicine bags, drums or whatever.
4 8
Without the museum, many ordinary and ceremonial objects
would not be available for rediscovery by Indians as they
continue to search for, revitalize, and reinvent their cultural
identity.
Although anthropologists and museums share much in com-
mon with Native Americans, strains have developed recently
in the relationship. As the two sides have become increasingly
acrimonious, the situation has moved progressively beyond the
realm of compromise and toward the setting of the legal arena.
The discussion that follows examines the judicial and legislative
frameworks affecting the treatment of skeletal remains.
Judicial Framework
At the societal level, the conflict of world views is illustrated
in Newman v. State.49 The case involved the removal of a skull
45. Id.
46. Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 439.
47. Id.
48. Lurie, American Indians and Museums: A Love-Hate Relationship, 2 THE OtD
NorTawEsT 235, 239 (1976), quoted in Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 438.
49. 174 So.2d 479 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1965).
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from a coffin of a Seminole Indian, located in the Florida
Everglades. The defendant was convicted under state criminal
law for maliciously removing the skull, but the decision was
reversed on appeal. The court reversed because the state failed
to prove that the defendant acted with the requisite malicious
intent. In reversing, the court accepted the defense that the
defendant thought that the skull was abandoned and was un-
aware of the nature of Seminole burial customs. This case is
an example of the problem that Native Americans have in
obtaining legal protection for burials and burial practices due
to different cultural outlooks.
Standing
A threshold issue is the question of standing to sue. Standing
is the procedural device used to control the types of issues that
may be brought before courts. In order to have standing, it is
necessary for the plaintiff to show:
1. that the challenged conduct has caused injury in fact,
and
2. that the interest sought to be protected is within the
zone of interests to be protected or regulated by the
statutory or constitutional guarantee in question.50
Thus, without standing Native Americans will not be able to
obtain judicial remedies for causes of action involving burial
sites, human skeletal material, and grave goods.
Historically, in order to either disinter or prevent disinter-
ment one must establish legal standing to sue.51 Courts have
traditionally recognized standing in certain classes of plaintiffs.
First, decedent's heirs have standing to either affect or prevent
disinterment.52 Second, the holder of title or the person in
possession of land containing a burial has standing to affect
the removal of a grave.53 Finally, some courts allow friends,
distant relatives, and organizations to maintain an action for
the preservation of the grave of another.5 4
Frequently, it is difficult for Native Americans to establish
a relationship to an archaeologically discovered burial. The
likelihood for success is greatest if the grave is attributable to
50. J. FAIMDENTHAL, M. KYlE, & A. Mi.mER, Civi. PRaOcEDUn 327 (1985).
51. See 14 Am. J R. 2D Cemeteries 697-754.
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Id.
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a known individual. When an individual is unknown, a con-
nection can be established based on common kinship or tribal
affiliation if the grave is of recent historical origin and is
associated with an identifiable Indian community that has con-
tinued to live in the locality of the burial. However, if the
grave is of ancient origin, or if the associated Indian community
has not lived in the area for a considerable period of time, it
is more difficult to make the connection necessary to establish
standing.ss
In view of these difficulties, several arguments could be
raised by Indians to expand their prospects for achieving stand-
ing. When archeological investigation is contemplated, a Native
American could argue that he has standing under administrative
procedure to challenge, at a public hearing, a state or federally
issued permit for the excavation and removal of known Indian
remains. 56
Alternatively, an argument could be made that a court should
apply its powers of equity. Courts of equity have traditionally
addressed burial, disinterment, and removal of the dead.57 In
addition, an argument could be made that the Indians that had
originally occupied the area had been involuntarily removed;
and that but for that action, they would have been able to
retain knowledge of and attachment to the burial sites of their
ancestors.s
Finally, one could argue the decedent has a right to be left
alone. The problem with this latter argument is that a cause
of action for invasion of privacy does not survive death.5 9
In sum, a liberal standard for standing generally is used
when a claim is asserted for the protection or management of
a grave site. However, the traditional approach has been for
courts only to recognize in heirs or closely connected individuals
or organizations the right to protect graves. To recognize stand-
ing in Native Americans, with regard to ancient graves, would
represent an expansion beyond current common law. 60 Assum-
ing, however, that standing could be achieved, several lines of
argument are available under the United States Constitution,
common law remedies, and state and federal legislation.
55. Rosen, supra note 4, at 9.
56. Id.
57. See 22 Am. JuR. 2o Dead Bodies 553.
58. Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 450; Rosen, supra note 4, at 9.
59. Rosen, supra note 4, at 10.
60. Higginbotham, supra note 4, at 103-04.
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Constitutional Issues
The constitutionality of the treatment of Native American
skeletal remains and artifacts is currently unresolved. 6' Since
both religious freedom and discriminatory treatment are issues
at the heart of this conflict, two constitutional arguments could
be raised. The applicable constitutional provisions for framing
Native .unerican arguments are the first and fourteenth amend-
ments to the United States Constitution.
First Amendment
The first amendment provides Native americans with the
right to free religious expression and to be secure in their right
to be Indian. 62 The amendment provides: "Congress shall make
no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof." 63 The amendment is a recognition
that freedom of religion is an important tenet supporting Amer-
ican society. Therefore, it could be argued that archeologists
and museums should not be permitted to erode this doctrine
by excavating and retaining remains and artifacts of funda-
mental religious significance to Native American people.6
There is an inherent problem with applying a first amend-
ment argument to the situation involving Indian skeletal re-
mains and artifacts. 66 Of primary concern is the fact that
neither Congress nor the states have enacted any laws abridging
Native American religious practices.67 Without an overt legis-
lative act which impinges upon the religious freedom of Native
Americans there may be little basis for mounting a constitu-
tional challenge. Therefore, the framing of a first amendment
argument probably will not be successful, unless framed within
a very narrow context.
One commentator has suggested that the Smithsonian Insti-
tution is within the narrow context that would be vulnerable
to a first amendment attack. 68 The argument goes that the
Smithsonian was created by Congress, and it is Congress that
61. See Echo-Hawk, supra note 4; Higginbotham, supra note 4; Note, supra note
4.
62. Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 438.
63. U.S. CoNsT. amend. I.
64. In 1968 Congress passed the Indian Civil Rights Act, providing many of the
Bill of Rights provisions to tribal government. 25 U.S.C. § 1302.
65. Note, supra note 4, at 141.
66. See Higginbotham, supra note 4; Note, supra note 4.
67. Note, supra note 4, at 140.
68. Id. at 140-41.
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controls the institution. Since the Smithsonian's acquisition and
retention policies are directed by Congress, the institution should
be susceptible to a first amendment challenge when those pol-
icies infringe upon Native American religious values. 69 The
paucity of this argument, however, has yet to be tested.
Fourteenth Amendment
Another source for a constitutional challenge is the four-
teenth amendment of the United States Constitution. Specifi-
cally, Indians could challenge government sponsored, licensed
or funded excavation of burial sites under the equal protection
clause. The thrust of an argument has been outlined by a
commentator:
The basic argument would be that the remains and artifacts
of Native Americans are unfairly discriminated against to
the detriment of fundamental rights of living Native Amer-
icans. As a factual matter, only the burial and religious sites
of Native Americans are regularly subjected to archaeological
excavation and study in the United States. Therefore, because
race is a suspect classification, the differential treatment of
Native American remains by governmental authorities can
only be justified by a compelling governmental interest. In
practice this is an almost impossible burden for the govern-
ment to bear.70
The equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment
provides a powerful tool against unequal treatment of racial
and minority groups. 71 The fourteenth amendment provides:
"[N]or shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of law." 72 The
amendment refers specifically to states and does not apply to
the federal government. However, it has been held that the
guarantee of equal protection applies to the federal government
by way of the due process clause of the fifth amendment.7 3
The constitutionality of discriminatory treatment of Native
American skeletal remains is presently unresolved.74 On two
69. Id. at 141.
70. Higginbotham, supra note 4, at 99-100.
71. See, e.g., Brown v. Board of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954); Loving v. Virginia,
388 U.S. 1 (1967); Hunter v. Erickson, 393 U.S. 385 (1969).
72. U.S. CoNsT. amend. XIV.
73. See L. TRIE, AmEuCx CONSTrTUTONAL LAW 992 (1978).
74. See Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 451.
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occasions the United States Supreme Court has declined the
opportunity to comment directly on this issue. In Rice v. Sioux
City Memorial Park Cemetery, Justice Black recognized in his
dissent that unequal treatment of Indian remains can raise a
question "concerning a denial of the equal protection of the
laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment." 75 The case
involved an action for damages against a private cemetery for
refusing to allow the burial of a Winnebago Indian.
In Sequoyah v. Tennessee Valley Auth., the Cherokee claimed
that the TVA's excavation and removal of Cherokee bodies
for study was discriminatory. 76 During construction of Tellico
Dam the TVA moved and reinterred Caucasian and Black
bodies, but did not reinter Indian skeletal materials. The court
affirmed the dismissal of the Cherokee's first amendment claim,
but did not rule on the equal protection claim.
In summary, a foundation for a constitutional challenge
based on either religious freedom or discriminatory treatment
may be present in a dispute involving Indian skeletal material.
However, these issues have not been addressed by a court, and
their legal status is at present unresolved.
Common Law Remedies
Common law remedies related to cemeteries and property
may provide a basis for Native American claims against both
archeologists and museums.
Cemetery Law
A cemetery is defined as a place set aside for the interment
of the dead. 77 Recognized as such, it is afforded the protection
of law. Abandoned cemeteries, however, do not receive the
same level of protection that is provided to recognized ceme-
teries. A cemetery will not be considered to be abandoned if
either it is preserved in a manner to indicate the existence of
graves, or as long as the public recognizes it as a cemetery. 78
The task then, for Native Americans and their supporters, is
to convince the public that both historic and prehistoric period
Indian burial sites should be accorded the status of a ceme-
tery. 9
75. 349 U.S. 70, 80 (1955) (Black J., dissenting).
76. 620 F.2d 1159, cert. denied, 449 U.S. 953 (1980).
77. See Cemeteries, supra note 51.
78. Rosen, supra note 4, at 7.
79. Id.
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Indian burial sites often fall short of the definition of cem-
etery when they are evaluated from the perspective of contem-
porary American burial standards.80 Several factors are
attributed to this shortcoming. 81 First, Indian burial customs
varied widely over both time and space, and it was not uncom-
mon for the dead to be placed in locations not specifically set
aside for that purpose. Second, Indians often relied on natural
features and oral tradition to denote burial locations rather
than using specialized grave markers. Third, Indians often lost
track of specific burial grounds because they were forced to
relocate in response to, or under pressure from, government
policy and Euro-American settlement. Finally, when a grave
predates the historic period, there is a question of relationship
between those remains and contemporary Indian groups.
Taken together, these factors frequently make it difficult to
get a court to recognize Indian burial sites as cemeteries. A
key to resolving this problem could be locating and recording
burial sites, thus ensuring their recognition as a cemetery. It
has been suggested that once a burial site is recognized by
either Euro-American or Indian standards, a court will be
hesitant to allow skeletal materials to be indiscriminately ex-
humed.82
Ascertaining the location of burial sites is an objective that
could be accomplished through the combined use of Indian
oral tradition, historical and archival research, and archeolog-
ical investigation. The tautology inherent in using archeological
investigation to locate burial sites in order to prevent additional
unauthorized excavation is a problem more grounded in logic
than practicality. The greatest limiting factor for the recogni-
tion of early historic and prehistoric Indian burial sites is the
problem of establishing the location and boundary of a site.
Once located, additional problems are inherent, including:
placement of the site within a cultural and historical context,
and the assessment of biological and cultural relationships with
past and present Indian groups.
These data are necessary in order to argue persuasively for
recognition as a cemetery. And the bulk of this information
can only be provided by the archeologist and physical anthro-
pologist. It should be noted that these specialists have a vested
80. See Mortuary Customs, Handbook of American Indians North of Mexico, 30
BuREAu oF Am. ETHNOLOGY 945 (Vol. 1 1906).
81. Rosen, supra note 4, at 7.
82. Id.
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interest in the sites. Although they are interested in obtaining
useful scientific data, many share a commitment in common
with Native Americans toward the goal of preserving cultural
resources. Providing a sound basis for recognizing the legal
status of Indian burial sites as cemeteries ensures that sites will
be afforded the protection of law, thereby ameliorating the
destructive effects of modern development and uncontrolled
excavation.
Property Law
In general, traditional property law offers little protection
for cultural resources. 83 However, property law may be useful
for Indian issues if a distinction is made between burial sites
with artifacts still located in the ground and those materials
that have been excavated. At common law an owner of real
property is the owner of subsurface objects. The owner is free
to pass good title to any objects found during excavation. This
rule, however, has not been extended to recognized human
burial sites.
Traditionally, grave sites are exempt from property law be-
cause of their importance. A purchaser of property containing
a cemetery is not allowed to disturb graves. If graves are to
be relocated a property owner generally must receive permission
from either the decedent's relatives or a court. As noted pre-
viously, if an ancient grave is not recognized as a cemetery,
fewer restrictions on disinterment are apparent. However, an
unresolved question remains: In who's interest does the prop-
erty rights to excavate skeletal remains and associated artifacts
vest?
A recent focal point for Native Americans has been the
confrontation for control, possession, and ownership of Indian
sacred or ceremonial artifacts . 4 The dispute has centered prin-
cipally on museum and archeological collections. Specifically,
arguments are raised that challenge the validity of museum title
to artifacts-those objects that have been acquired as a result
of purchase, theft, or excavation.
The timeliness of Indian legal claims to enforce property
rights is not a topic for debate. Neither the United States
government nor Indian tribes are subject to state statute of
limitations. 85 Furthermore, there is no federal statute of limi-
83. Wilson & Zingg, supra note 4, at 421.
84. See generally Echo-Hawk, supra note 4; Note, supra note 4.
85. 28 U.S.C. § 2415(a).
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tations barring Indian tribes from bringing suit to enforce
property rights.8 6
Under federal Indian law, courts have distinguished between
individual and communal or tribal property. Under this dis-
tinction an individual Indian does not have title to community
property owned or held for common use by the tribe. The
distinction between individual and community property was
explained in Journeycake v. Cherokee Nation:7
The distinctive characteristic of [tribal] communal property
is that every member of the community is an owner of it as
such. He does not take as heir, or purchaser, or grantee; if
he dies his right of property does not descend; if he removes
from the community it expires; if he wishes to dispose of it
he has nothing which he can convey; and yet he has a right
of property in the lands as perfect as that of any other
person; and his children after him will enjoy all that he
enjoyed, not as heirs but as communal owners.88
This distinction was applied in a confrontation involving the
return of Iroquois wampum belts to tribal control.8 9 The dis-
pute involved the Onondaga Nation and a non-Indian who had
obtained wampum belts from an individual Onondaga Indian
for permanent retention in trust by a museum. After many
years of unsuccessful attempts to obtain the artifacts, the Onon-
daga's right to possession were finally recognized by the New
York legislature. Possession, however, was made conditional
upon construction of a facility suitable for providing a stable
environment sufficient for the long-term protection of the ob-
jects. An implication of this dispute has been summarized by
a commentator:
[M]useums cannot assume that they have valid title to Indian
cultural property merely because they are good faith pur-
chasers of items originally sold by individual Indians. Where
tribal law indicates that the individual Indian seller had no
title to communal property, the Indian claimants have a legal
right to demand return of the property regardless of the date
of the unauthorized sale.9 0
86. Oneida v. Oneida Indian Nation, 470 U.S. 226 (1985).
87. 28 Ct. CI. 281 (1893), aff'd. 155 U.S. 196 (1894). See also Echo-Hawk, supra
note 4, at 442.
88. 28 Ct. CI. at 302.
89. See supra note 4.
90. Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 444.
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Read more narrowly, the Onondaga wampum belt dispute
could be interpreted to merely suggest that certain rights to
Native American ceremonial objects will continue even after
an object has been placed in a museum. When communal
property is transferred to a museum for safekeeping, Indians
associated with that ceremonial object may be able to re-acquire
the object if certain conditions precedent are satisfied. Specif-
ically, Indians may have the burden of demonstrating that they
will undertake the steps necessary to ensure the long-term
conservation of ceremonial objects before they will be relin-
quished by a museum. To relinquish without this requirement
may result in a breach of the museium's trust duty to hold and
preserve communal property for the long-term benefit of pres-
ent and future generations of tribal members.
In addition, it has been argued that museums cannot claim
valid title to stolen cultural property.9' The Zuni War God
controversy is the best publicized example of a museum being
required to return stolen sacred cultural material.9 2 The dispute
involved a sacred war god statute that had been donated to
the Denver Art Museum by a non-Indian donor. The object
had been removed from a ceremonial location on a reservation
and was known by the museum that it had been stolen. Co-
lorado's Attorney General issued an opinion that the museum
had no interest in asserting a claim to stolen property, and
that the property had to be returned to the Indians uncondi-
tionally.
The precedential value of this controversy is questionable.
Several commentators have heralded it as an indication of a
shift in property law, with the trend being that Indians should
be able to acquire objects from museums that have a less than
certain chain of title.93 A narrower reading, however, would
suggest that valid title had not vested because the museum had
not paid value, and that the donation had been accepted with
knowledge of its ill-gotten means of acquisition.
Finally, there may be situations whereby Native Americans
can assert a direct property claim against archaeologically re-
covered collections. Historically, museums have been able to
obtain title to artifacts that have been archaeologically exca-
vated and removed from private property. Under traditional
concepts of American property law a landowner has property
91. Id.
92. Id. at 445; See also Note, supra note 4.
93. Id.
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rights in all artifacts found on his property.9 4 This concept was
recently challenged in Charrier v. Bell.95
Charrier, or the "Tunica Treasure" case, irivolves a history
of protected litigation over ownership claims to an archeolog-
ical collection. It began in 1970 when Leonard Charrier, an
amateur archeologist, attempted to sell 2.5 tons of artifacts to
the Peabody Museum, at Harvard University.9 6 The material
had been 6btained from 150 burial sites located at Trudeau
Plantation. Historical evidence supported a finding that the
Tunica tribe resided at the plantation from 1731-1774. 91
Charrier's problems began in the late 1960s when he failed
to obtain permission from the property owners prior to his
excavation; subsequently, the Peabody Museum doubted his
ability to convey legal title. In response, Charrier sued for quiet
title, claiming ownership under state law as a finder of aban-
doned property. The state of Louisiana then intervened in the
proceeding, asserting its "duty to protect its citizens in the
absence of the lawful heirs of the artifacts." 98 In 1978 the state
purchased the land and the artifacts from the land owners.
The Tunica and Biloxi Indians were recognized by the United
States Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1981. The Indians then
intervened in the dispute, seeking title to the artifacts. Finally,
in 1982 the state subordinated its claim of title to the artifacts
in favor of the Tunicas. 99
The trial court held that the Tunica-Biloxi tribe was the
lawful owner of the artifacts.00 The Court of Appeals affirmed,
holding that the common law doctrine of abandonment did
not apply to the burial materials.
However, the fact that the descendants or fellow tribesmen
of the deceased Tunica Indians resolved, for some custom-
ary, religious or spiritual belief, to bury certain items along
with the bodies of the deceased, does not result in a conclu-
sion that the goods were abandoned. While the relinquish-
ment of immediate possession may have been proved, an
94. See Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 445; Note, supra note 4, at 17; Wilson &
Zingg, supra note 4, at 421.
95. 496 So.2d 601 (La. Ct. App. 1986), cert. denied 498 So.2d 753 (La. 1986).
96. The archeological assemblage consisted of historic period artifacts: "beads,
European ceramics, stoneware, glass bottles; iron kettles, vessels and skillets; ...
crucifixes, rings and bracelets; and native pottery." Id. at 603.
97. Id. at 603-04.
98. Id. at 603.
99. Id.
100. Id.
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objective viewing of the circumstances and intent of the
relinquishment does not result in a finding of abandonment.
Objects may be buried with a decedent for any number of
reasons. The relinquishment of possession normally serves
some spiritual, moral, or religious purpose of the decedent/
owner, but is not intended as a means of relinquishing
ownership to a stranger. Plaintiff's argument carried to its
logical conclusion would render a grave subject to despoli-
ation either immediately after interment or definitely after
removal of the descendants of the deceased from the neigh-
borhood of the cemetery.10'
The decision in Charrier has received a great deal of attention
from members of the Native American legal community as
precedent for asserting property claims to all existing archeo-
logical material associated with burial sites.1°2 However, given
the factual circumstances of the case, its precedential value
may not be quite that broad. In particular, rather than viewing
the case as an expansion of property law, it could be viewed
instead as a narrow extension of property law within the context
of cemetery law.
The factual circumstances suggest that a narrower interpre-
tation is warranted. First and foremost, the artifacts were found
in association with a known historic period site, and there was
no dispute as to the relationship between the decedents and
the descendants. Also, the state's involvement early in the
dispute suggests that the 150 graves were recognized as a
cemetery. In the absence of heirs, the state had a duty to
intervene. A question of standing did not arise because a close
historical affiliation could be demonstrated. Finally, the state
had voluntarily subordinated its title to the property in favor
of the tribe.
Given the factual pattern of Charrier, the case probably does
not have broad implications for all existing archeological col-
lections. However, it may have a profound precedential value
in the narrower setting, involving early historic period collec-
tions excavated from private property. The case could be used
to convince a court that artifacts excavated from historic period
sites should be returned to representatives of tribal groups,
when both biological and cultural affiliations are firmly estab-
lished.
101. Id. at 604-05.
102. See Moore, supra note 35; Echo-Hawk, supra note 4.
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In summary, the more recent the remains and greater degree
of identification with known persons or groups, the greater the
likelihood that judicial remedies will be available. However,
establishing the necessary relationships is a burden that is
difficult for Native Americans to independently establish. Rather
than attempting to extend the case law dealing with constitu-
tional issues, cemeteries, and property beyond its current
boundaries, an alternative approach may be found in existing
federal and state legislation.
Legislative Frameworlc
Federal and state legislation provides an existing framework
with which to address some of the concerns related to the
treatment of burial sites, human skeletal remains, and artifacts.
Federal Approach
Federal historic preservation legislation provides an extensive
body of law governing the treatment of cultural resources.
Broadly defined, cultural resources include archeological sites,
buildings and structures, ceremonial locations, and artifacts.
Although this body of law has been utilized primarily by
archeologists, it is applicable for use by Native Americans.
In general, this area of law represents a response to activities
perceived to be threatening or endangering the nation's cultural
heritage. It originated in the early twentieth century in order
to preserve, protect, and manage cultural resources located on
public and Indian lands. Subsequent developments have ex-
panded the areas of federal involvement. 10 3
Although few Native Americans participated in the forma-
tion of federal preservation law, it provides a basis for Indians
to protect burial sites and to influence the treatment of skeletal
remains and artifacts. 1 4 Specifically, the federal statutes pro-
vide an administrative process for Native Americans and their
supporters to influence federal decision making.10 5
Federal recognition of Native American religious values has
been codified in the American Indian Religious Freedom Act
(AIRFA).ca Enacted in 1978, the Act provides:
103. See Wilson & Zingg, supra note 4, at 422-440 for a history of the development
of federal legislation. See also T. KiNG, P. HAcKmAN, & G. BERG, ANmOPOLOGY 3N
Htswoiuc Pansmt vxno: CARING FOR CumVtrE's CLwrrEa (1977).
104. Wilson & Zingg, supra note 4, at 440.
105. Suagee, supra note 4, at 105.
106. 42 U.S.C. § 1996. See also Native American Relationships Management Policy,
52 Fed. Reg. 35,674-53,678 (Sept. 22, 1987).
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[H]enceforth it shall be the policy of the United States to
protect and preserve for American Indians their inherent
right of freedom to believe, express, and exercise the tradi-
tional religions of the American Indian, Eskimo, Aleut, and
Native Hawaiians, including but not limited to access to
sites, use and possession of sacred objects, and the freedom
to worship through ceremonies and traditional rites. 107
AIRFA does not create any substantive religious rights, but it
does impose a procedural requirement on federal agencies to
consider the impact of administrative actions on Native Amer-
ican religious belief and practice.10 8
The availability of administrative procedure provides an al-
ternative to litigation. It provides a way to ensure that Native
American religious values are accommodated by the federal
government without having to initially resort to judicial rem-
edies. Should litigation become necessary, involvement in the
administrative process both documents a history of involvement
and provides a record sufficient for judicial review. 10 9
Antiquities Act
Enacted in 1906, the Antiquities Act set the stage for federal
involvement in the preservation and study of archeological sites
and artifacts.110 An underlying assumption of the Act is that
all cultural resources located on federal land belong to the
United States. The key elements of the Act revolve around
permitting, retention of artifacts, and civil penalties.
A permit is required to excavate and study archeological sites
located on land owned or controlled by the federal govern-
ment."' Properly qualified institutions can obtain excavation
permits, "subject to such rules and regulations" promulgated
under the Act."2 Excavations may be conducted by museums,
universities, and scientific institutions, "with a view to increas-
ing the knowledge of such objects.""13 Any other type of
excavation on public lands is illegal." 4
107. 42 U.S.C. § 1996.
108. Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 452.
109. Suagee, supra note 4, at 7. See also Vizenor, Bone Courts: The Rights and
Narrative Representation of Tribal Bones, 3 Am. INDuAN Q. 319 (1986). Vizenor argues
for the creation of a federal court to hear reburial disputes.
110. 16 U.S.C. §§ 431-433 (1983).
111. Id. § 432.
112. Id.
113. Id,
114. Id. § 433.
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The recovered artifacts "shall be made for permanent pres-
ervation in public museums."" 5 However, there is no provision
for Native American ownership or disposition of recovered
artifacts.'1 6 Under the Act, artifacts are stored and maintained
by both federal and nonfederal repositories. The Act's imple-
menting regulations establish a procedure for the ultimate dis-
position of archeological collections:
Every collection made under the authority of the act and of
this part shall be preserved in the public museum designated
in the permit and shall be accessible to the public. No such
collection shall be removed from such public museum with-
out the written authority of the Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, and then only to another public museum, where
it shall be accessible to the public; and when any public
museum which is a depository of any collection made under
the provisions of the act and this part, shall cease to exist,
every such collection in such public museum shall thereupon
revert to the national collections and be placed in the proper
national depository.11 7
This regulation has been interpreted to suggest that an ar-
cheological collection, obtained pursuant to the Antiquities Act,
"cannot be relinquished for any purpose other than continued
preservation." 118 By implication, then, Native Americans would
be permitted to remove collections recovered under an antiqu-
ities permit if the artifacts would be curated in a public mu-
seum. However, removal of such material for reburial would
not be permitted.
The Act provides a criminal penalty for the unauthorized
appropriation, excavation, injury, or destruction of "any his-
toric or prehistoric ruin or monument, or any object of an-
tiquity, situated on lands owned or controlled by the
Government of the United States." 11 9 Penalties under the Act
are minimal by contemporary standards: fines are not to exceed
$500, or imprisonment for more than ninety days.120 Enforce-
ment of the criminal provisions, however, has proved to be
ineffective.
115. Id. § 432.
116. See Echo-Hawk, supra note 4, at 448-49.
117. 43 C.F.R. § 3.17.
118. Memorandum to Assistant Secretaries, from Assistant Secretary for Fish and
Wildlife and Parks, United States Department of Interior (Apr. 22, 1988).
119. 16 U.S.C. § 433.
120. Id.
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In United States v. Diaz, section 433 of the Antiquities Act
was declared to be unconstitutionally vague.' 2' This section of
the Act provides criminal penalties for the removal or destruc-
tion of any "object of antiquity" located on property owned
or controlled by the federal government. The case involved a
defendant who had been prosecuted under the Act for illegally
removing masks and other objects from a cave located on the
San Carlos Apache Reservation. The objects had been placed
in the cave several years earlier by Indians at the conclusion
of a ceremony. In declaring this portion of the statute void
for vagueness, the court held if objects several years old and
qualified as an "object of antiquity" it would be impossible
for an individual to know in advance whether he would be
subject to criminal sanctions. The deficiencies of the Antiquities
Act of 1906 were corrected by subsequent legislation.
Archeological Resources Protection Act
The Antiquities Act has been largely superseded by the Ar-
cheological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA).'2 ARPA
cures the constitutional deficiency of the Antiquities Act. It
expressly recognizes Native American interests in cultural re-
sources located on Indian lands, and it upgrades criminal and
civil sanctions. ARPA requires that rules adopted under the
Act be promulgated "only after consideration of the provisions
of the American Indian Religious Freedom Act."'1
ARPA cured the vagueness problem by replacing the term
"object of antiquity" with "archeological resource." An ar-
cheological resource must be at least 100 years of age and
includes "any material remains of past human life or activities
which are of archaeological interest, as determined under uni-
form regulations promulgated pursuant to this Act."' 2 4 Human
graves and skeletal materials are specifically cited as examples
of archeological resources. 12s
The permitting process affords a greater role for Native
Americans to control the treatment of archeological resources
located on and excavated from Indian lands. Specifically, per-
mits are required in order to excavate and remove any archeo-
121. 499 F.2d 113 (9th Cir. 1974).
122. 16 U.S.C. §§ 470aa-470ii (1983). Rules implementing ARPA have been prom-
ulgated at 43 C.F.R. §§ 7.1 to 7.37 (1988); 18 C.F.R. §§ 1312.1-.9 (1989); 32 C.F.R.
§§ 229.1-.19 (1988).
123. 16 U.S.C. § 470ii.
124. Id. § 470bb(1).
125. Id.
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logical resources located on either public or Indian lands.12 6
Permits for excavation on Indian lands "may be granted only
after obtaining the consent of the Indian or Indian tribe owning
or having jurisdiction over such lands." 127 The permit is re-
quired to include "such terms and conditions as may be re-
quested by such Indian or Indian tribe."' 12 Thus, the permitting
process affords an opportunity for Indians to become involved
in deciding whether and under what conditions a permit should
be granted.
ARPA continues the policy that archeological resources re-
moved from public lands are the property of the United States
and will be preserved in a suitable museum, university, or
scientific institution.12 9 The Secretary of the Interior is empow-
ered to regulate the manner in which archeological resources
removed from public land will be disposed.3 0 However, the
exchange or ultimate disposition of archeological resources
excavated or removed from Indian lands is subject to Indian
consent. 31 On public land not owned by Indians, ARPA re-
quires that Indian tribes must be given notice of any permits
which might result in harm to religious or cultural sites132
ARPA delimits prohibited acts and provides for criminal
penalties. It is illegal to "excavate, remove, damage, or oth-
erwise alter or deface any archaeological resource located on
public lands or Indian lands," unless that activity is conducted
in accordance with a permit.133 Furthermore, it is illegal to
"sell, purchase, exchange, transport, receive, or offer to sell,
purchase, or exchange" artifacts excavated or removed from
public or Indian lands in violation of the ARPA.'3 4
Penalties under ARPA are stiff. Initial penalties begin with
fines not to exceed $10,000 or imprisonment of not more than
one year, or both. 35 However, if the value of the archeological
resource and cost of restoration exceeds $5,000, fines are set
126. Id. § 470cc.
127. Id. § 470cc(g)(2).
128. Id.
129. Id. § 470cc(b)(4).
130. Id. § 470dd. See also Curation of Federally-Owned and Administered Archeo-
logical Collections, 52 Fed. Reg. 32,740-32,751 (Aug. 28, 1987) (proposed to be codified
at 36 C.F.R. § 79).
131. 16 U.S.C. § 470dd.
132. Id. § 470cc(c).
133. Id. § 470ee(a).
134. Id. § 470ee(b).
135. Id. § 470ee(d).
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at not more than $20,000 or imprisonment for not more than
two years, or both.3 6 Second and subsequent violations result
in even greater penalties, with fines not to exceed $100,000, or
imprisonment for not more than five years, or both. 37
It is suggested that the cost of reinterment of illegally ex-
cavated human remains is provided for in the penalty provisions
of ARPA. 38 Civil penalties are assessed based on the archeo-
logical or commercial value of the resources, and the cost of
restoring and repairing the site. 3 9 Included as part of the cost
of restoration and repair is the cost of scientific analysis and
reinterment of human remains.'4 0 Of interest, reinterment of
human remains is to be conducted "in accordance with religious
custom and State, local, or tribal law.' 4'
In sum, ARPA provides a means for protecting archeological
resources located on public and Indian lands. Its permitting
process provides a means to control authorized excavation, and
its penalties act as a deterrent to those who conduct unau-
thorized excavation. Under ARPA decisions affecting public
lands are left with federal agencies, but Indians are left to
make their own decisions about how cultural resources are to
be addressed on Indian lands.
National Historic Preservation Act
The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA), as
amended, is a mandate for federal agencies to consider how
agency actions and decisions affect cultural resources. 42 NHPA
contains a requirement that each federal agency "establish a
program to locate, inventory, and nominate to the Secretary
[of Interior] all properties under the agency's ownership or
control.., that appear to qualify for inclusion on the National
Register [of Historic Places]."' 43 Thus, NHPA provides a set
of procedures for reviewing and balancing impacts to cultural
resources.144
136. Id.
137. Id.
138. Suagee, supra note 4, at 40.
139. 16 U.S.C. § 470ff(2).
140. 43 C.F.R. § 7.14.
141. Id. § 7.14(7).
142. 16 U.S.C. § 470-470w-6.
143. Id. § 470h-2(a)(2).
144. See Comment, Archeological Preservation of Indian Lands: Conflicts and
Dilemmas in Apply the National Historic Preservation Act, 15 EuvM L. 413 (1985)
(authored by H. Barry Holt).
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National Register criteria for eligibility are the basis for
determining the importance or significance of a cultural re-
source.141 Once a property is listed or determined eligible for
inclusion on the National Register, Section 106 of NHPA
requires that the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation be
provided an opportunity to comment on any federal action
that may adversely affect such a property. 46 This process is
intended to ensure that significant cultural resources are con-
sidered early in the decision-making process, thereby providing
a range of alternatives to either avoid or mitigate destructive
impacts.
Native Americans may be able to protect and preserve burial
sites and significant ceremonial sites through NHPA. Although
NHPA does not provide an absolute form of protection, it
does offer some protection from actions undertaken or con-
trolled by the federal government. The advantages obtained by
placing Native American sites on the National Register have
been summarized:
Seeking to have a tribal religious or cultural site placed on
or determined eligible for the National Register may not be
the most appropriate way to protect such a site, especially
if there is little threat of damage to such a site. However,
if the threat of damage is a concern, the National Register
offers two major benefits: first, there is an established proc-
ess by which impacts on National Register listed or eligible
properties are considered in the environmental review of
proposed federal actions; and, second, the fact that federal
agencies are authorized to withhold information regarding
properties listed on or eligible for the National Register from
disclosure pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act. 14
Several provisions of NHPA are useful for addressing Native
American concerns. Specifically, criterion (d) may be applicable
for listing tribal religious or cultural sites since these sites are
likely to yield "information important in prehistory or his-
tory. '1 48 However, it should be noted that a cemetery is af-
forded protection under the NHPA only if it "derives its
primary significance from graves of persons of transcendent
145. 16 U.S.C. § 470-1.
146. rd. § 470f (implemented through 36 C.F.R. § 800).
147. Suagee, supra note 4, at 41.
148. 36 C.F.R. § 60.4 (1988) (parks, forests and public property).
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importance, from age, from distinctive features, or from as-
sociation with historic events."' 49
In sum, cultural resources listed or determined eligible for
the National Register are afforded a greater level of protection.
Although these provisions have been seldom used by Native
Americans, they provide an additional means to protect sacred
or ceremonial sites.'5 0 Therefore, application of NHPA offers
an additional avenue for addressing Indian values within the
context of existing federal legislation.
Pending Federal Legislation
Recent bills introduced before Congress propose sweeping
measures for the treatment of Native American burial remains.
The 100th Congress saw the introduction of two bills in this
regard: (1) Senate Bill 187, the Native American Museum Claims
Act, sponsored by former Sen. John Melcher (D-Mont.), and (2)
House bill 5411, the Indian Remains Reburial Act, sponsored by
Rep. Byron Dorgan (D-N.D.). Sen. Melcher's bill would create
a federal claims commission to adjudicate requests made for the
repatriation of Native American skeletal remains and ceremonial
artifacts held in museums.' 5' Rep. Dorgan's bill attempts to ensure
that the Smithsonian Institution returns all Indian and native
Hawaiian skeletal remains in its possession to requesting tribes.
The bill would allow a two-year period of analysis before the
remains would have to be returned.'5
Legislation before the 101th Congress both builds upon and
expands earlier efforts. House Bill 1381, the Native American
Burial Site Preservation Act, sponsored by Rep. Charles Bennett
(D-Fla.), would prohibit the excavation of a burial site unless
conducted under a state permit. Most recently, Rep. Morris Udall
(D-Ariz.) has introduced House Bill 1646, the Native American
Grave and Burial Protection Act. This bill is a broad attempt to
enact measures affecting both the excavation and curation of
skeletal remains and grave goods. A primary purpose of the bill
is to prohibit the sale and transportation of skeletal remains and
grave goods across state lines without the consent of either heirs
or tribal representatives. The bill also proposes provisions for the
repatriation of human skeletal remains and ceremonial objects
149. Id. § 800.10(b)(4).
150. Wilson & Zingg, supra at note 4, at 13.
151. See 11 ADviso I (November, 1988).
152. Id.
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from collections held by federal agencies and museums receiving
federal funds.'-"
Most recently, President Bush signed into law the National
American Indian Museum Act. 1 This bill, sponsored by Rep.
Ben Nighthorse Cambell (D.-Colo.) and Sen. Daniel Inouye (D.-
Haw.) as House Bill 2668 and Senate Bill 978, provides for the
creation of a new national museum devoted to American Indian
culture. It also addresses the treatment of Native American skel-
etal remains held by the Smithsonian Institution. During negoti-
ation, the Smithsonian Institution agree to establish procedures
for the return of human skeletal remains and associated grave
items to requesting tribes when a preponderence of evidence
indicates that the remains are culturally affiliated with the re-
questing tribe. Although it is premature to assess whether this
bill will result in a shift in federal policy, its enactment nonetheless
signals that Indian concerns are being heard by members of
Congress and a federal legislative solution to this issue may be
forthcoming.
State Approach
State legislation frequently provides a means to protect Native
American interests.'55 Existing state statutes generally establish a
procedural framework for the treatment of cemeteries and dead
bodies, and occasionally address Native American burials. 5 6 A
central characteristic of state legislation is the variation and degree
of protection, existing between states, that is afforded to Native
American burial sites, skeletal remains, and associated grave items.
Many of the more traditional statutes are premised on a distinc-
tion drawn between ancient and recent burial sites, with recent
graves being afforded a greater degree of protection. More recent
statutes, however, tend to offer equal protection to both historic
and prehistoric Native American burials.
153. See 5 ADviso 2 (May, 1989).
154. Pub. L. No. 101-185, 1989 U.S. CODE CONG. & ADrMN. Naws (103 Stat.) 1336.
155. See Echo-Hawk, Tribal Efforts to Protect Against Mistreatment of Indian
Dead: The Quest for Equal Protection of the Laws, 14 NATWE Am. RiGors FuND LEGAL
Rnv. 1 (1988), for an overview of recent legislative efforts to regulate the treatment of
Native American skeletal remains.
156. See Rosen, supra note 4. Rosen provides a good, although somewhat dated,
overview of legislative approaches to controlling archeological work on state and private
lands. See also Talmage, The Violation of Sepulture: Is it Legal to Excavate Human
Burials?, 35 ANnQoury 44 (1982).
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State statutes that address the treatment of Native American
remains can be grouped into three general categories.5 7 The first
category provides for the equal recognition and treatment of
Indian and non-Indian graves. 8 These statutes are designed to
offer the same level of protection to all recognized burial sites,
but are noticeably silent about the ultimate disposition of Native
American skeletal remains. It has been suggested that, event in
the absence of a direct reference to Native American burial sites,
the broad language and meaning of the word burial as found in
many cemetery statutes could be applied:
Such a broad definition could easily include ancient Indian
cemeteries. Only judicial interpretation or legislative clarifica-
tion can determine what is actually meant by such language.
Certainly, the sites of ancient cemeteries were not contemplated
when such statutes were enacted, but that need not bar their
possible inclusion within the scope of such acts. Creative legal
arguments based on state burial statutes could be made in an
effort to protect Indian burial grounds.5 9
The second category of statutes represents an extension of the
previous category.' 60 Again, Native American burials are afforded
157. See Higginbotham, supra note 4, at 112-13. Higginbotham groups legislation
into somewhat different categories: 1) historic preservation statutes; 2) cemetery and
grave statutes; and 3) statutes that specifically address Indian burials.
158. See, e.g., "VAsH. Rav. CODE §§ 27.44.010 to 27.44.020. (West 1988) (limitations
are placed on the excavation of human remains and grave artifacts unless they will be
preserved perpetually in a museum).
159. Higginbotham, supra note 4, at 112.
160. See, e.g., CAL. STAT. §§ 5097.9-.99 (West 1988) (excavated human remains and
grave items are to be reinterred, and it is illegal to possess skeletal remains and artifacts
taken from a grave after Jan. 1, 1984); FLA. STAT. § 872.05 (1988) (scientifically
significant remains will not be reinterred without analysis); IDAHO CODE §§ 18-7027 to
-7028 (1938) (reinterment is required, and possession of artifacts taken from graves after
Jan. 1, 1984 is prohibited); IowA CODE §§ 305A.1 to A.10 (Vest 1988) (state archeologist
has authority to reinter ancient remains over 150 years old); ME. REV. STAT. ANN. 22
§ 4720 (West 1980) (after Oct. 3, 1973 all excavated skeletal remains are to be transferred
to Indian tribes for reburial, following a one year period for analysis); MAss. GEN. L.
7 § 38A (West 1986) (excavated remains are to be considered on a case by case basis
in consultation with Indian groups, but does not affect remains collected prior to 1983);
Mnmi. STAT. § 307.08 (West 1987) (if tribal identity can be determined, remains will be
turned over to contemporary leaders at the desecration of the state archeologist); Mo.
Rav. STAT. §§ 194.400-.410 (West 1988) (when ethnic affinity is established the State
Historic Preservation Officer will consult with Indian groups to determine proper
disposition, but analysis is required before reinterment of scientifically significant re-
mains); N.H. Ray. STAT. § 227-C:8 (West 1988) (following analysis, consultations with
Indians is to be done in order to develop a plan for ultimate disposition); N.C. GEt.
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the same level of protection as Euro-American historic graves,
but excavated Indian skeletal remains and associated grave items
are typically subject to reburial. Some acts provide for reinterment
based on temporal period, degree of cultural affiliation, or defer
the decision to Native American representatives. The statutes
apply to materials excavated subsequent to enactment, and gen-
erally allow a reasonable period for analysis of recovered skeletal
remains and artifacts. As would be expected. These statutes are
more controversial:
[A]rchaeologists must surrender human skeletal remains to
certain Indian representatives for reburial. These remains have
traditionally been curated for purposes of future scientific study
when new scientific procedures are developed. The archaeolo-
gists argue that reburial results in a loss of future scientific
data, and is unacceptable to them. Indians, on the other hand,
could argue that such statutes are compromises, because the
statutes respect the interests of both Indians and archaeologists.
This is so because archaeological study is expressly allowed for
a reasonable period of time and Indian religious concerns are
acknowledged by the required reburial.1
61
The final category extends the continuum by providing for the
repatriation of skeletal material from existing collections. Statutes
within this category are rare. 62 The adoption of statutes providing
for repatriation of existing human skeletal collection would have
a pronounced impact on Indians, archeologists, and museums.
They would be significant to native Americans because they could
contain provisions for reburial of all existing skeletal collections
in accordance with contemporary Native American religious val-
ues. The statutes would undoubtedly be viewed as very contro-
versial by some members of the anthropological and museum
STAT. §§ 70-26 to -40 (1988) (consultations will be made with Indian groups for the
treatment and ultimate disposition of analyzed excavated remains); 21 OKLA. STAT. §§
1168-1168.6 (West 1987) (consultations are to be made with Indian groups); OR. REV.
STAT. §§ 97.740-.760 (1987) (possession of human remains and artifacts removed from
graves after Oct. 3, 1979 is prohibited, and the display of Indian remains is unlawful);
Wis. STAT. § 157.70 (West 1988) (a reasonable period for analysis is provided for, and
disposition is based on a series of priority classes).
161. Higginbotham, supra note 4, at 112-13.
162. See e.g., DaL. CODE ANN. tit. 54 §§ 5401-5411 (West 1987) (all excavated and
previously curated skeletal material is to be reinterred within one year); Neb. L.B. 340
(May 1989) (state museums with human skeletal remains and grave items identified as
being from a specific family or tribe are subject to reburial upon request).
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professions. 63 Legislative sessions considering the passage of such
acts would be expected to bring to the forefront a conflict of
values.
The incompatible world views of Indians and archaeologists
are unlikely to allow an easy resolution of the disagreements
over these statutes. They are a significant departure from past
state policies and will certainly continue to raise controversial
issues of the religious rights of Indians and the legal limits of
scientific inquiry.'64
Given the continuum of protection afforded by existing legis-
lation, it would be expected that states will continue to adopt
and revise legislation that addresses the treatment of human
skeletal remains. Attempts to address repatriation of skeletal
materials in the absence of a statutory framework have obtained
mixed results.16
In summary, legislative solutions provide a context in which
compromises between all interested parties can be achieved. In
general, legislation frequently provides a means for Native Amer-
icans and their supporters to enforce the preservation of burial
sites. Where existing legislation is deficient, recent acts adopted
by various states provide models for achieving balanced solutions.
The legislative process provides a conduit for Indians, anthro-
pologists, and museums to influence the long-term treatment of
human remains and associated artifacts. As such, a recognized
forum is provided for the discussion and consideration of diverse
perspectives.
Pragmatic Solutions and Conclusions
Although legal remedies are available, nonjudicial solutions
provide a means to amicably resolve or at least ameliorate the
163. See e.g., Omaha World-Herald, Dec. 19, at 19, col. 1. Nebraska State Historical
Society Director J. Hanon expressed opposition to proposed Legislative Bill 612. The
bill would have provided conditions for returning collections to native Americans.
164. Higginbotham, supra note 4, at 113.
165. See, e.g., Alex, Archaeology Special-American Indian Skeletal Remains Re-
buried, I Hist. Noms 5 (1986). Alex describes the process used in South Dakota to
analyze and ultimately reinter skeletal remains from existing archeological collections.
The repatriation was undertaken in cooperation with Indian groups and did not arise
as a result of either a judicial or legislative mandate. See also Reburial Controversy 5
PCNHD NEWSL. 3 (No. 1, 1988); and Omaha World-Herald, July 25, 1988 at 11, col.
I, for a contrasting result. Both articles describe the controversy that arose in North
Dakota when the board of the State Historical Society voted to return all Native
American remains and associated grave items to contemporary Indian representatives
without scientific analysis. The repatriation was halted when a law suit brought a
temporary restraining order.
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dispute regarding human skeletal remains and grave items. Non-
judicial solutions are particularly advantageous in that they do
not involve the expenditure of vast amounts of time and money
normally associated with litigation. Furthermore, they are more
likely to bridge strained relationships, where legal disputes tend
to polarize and entrench.
One approach frequently used by professional organizations to
address this conflict is through passage of resolutions and codes
of ethics.es However, resolutions and codes are not a panacea.
They seldom tend to obtain tangible solutions that are amenable
to all parties. It has been observed that:
Resolutions, if not so insipid as to be worthless, have a unique
ability to alienate a portion of the membership while lulling
the remainder into complacent self-satisfaction. At the same
time, resolutions create serious doubts in the minds of the
general public while not giving any real assurance to the subject
population.'6
Therefore, as an alternative, better public relations may be a
more practical method of resolving the conflict of values that is
perceived to exist between archeologists and Indians. 168 Rather
than passing resolutions at professional meetings, affirmative steps
could be taken by archeologists to directly involve Indian groups
in archeological projects. Over time, the interaction of the two
groups would lend itself to a greater mutual understanding.
Several diverse steps could be taken. At the outset, before
excavation is initiated at Native American sites, the archeologist
could contact tribal organizations representing descendants of the
group being investigated.169 This is particularly important where
an archeological site is located in close proximity to Indian lands.
As another courtesy, publications and reports on the results of
investigation could be presented to tribal or representative organ-
izations. 170 This would not only provide Indians with additional
166. See Rosen, supra note 4, at 15-16. Rosen provides a good summary of the
resolutions and codes of ethic adopted by professional organizations in response to
Native American grievances. See also Statement Concerning the Treatment of Human
Remains, 4 Bun. FoR Tan Soc'y FoR, Am. ARcHAEO Loy 7 (No. 3, 1986); American
Association of Museums Policy Regarding the Repatriation of Native American Cere-
monial Objects and Human Remains, 4 Aviso 4-5 (March 1988).
167. Sprague, supra note 15, at 1.
168. See Winter, Indian Heritage Preservation and Archeologists, 45 Am. AnQuriy
121 (1980).
169. Sprague, supra note 15, at 1.
170. Id.
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information about their cultural heritage, but would also provide
greater insights into the nature of archeological research. By doing
so, the Native Americans could learn how information obtained
is being used to address questions related to both prehistoric
Indians and humankind in general.
If archeological work is to be conducted on Indian or adjacent
land, preferential hiring of tribal members would further promote
goodwill.' 7' Aside from providing employment, this would allow
Indians to become informed participants, as opposed to skeptical
bystanders. This would be of particular importance if human
skeletal remains were encountered during the course of excavation;
it would be one means to assure Native Americans that Indian
remains are receiving care and respectful treatment.17
The best way for Native Americans to preserve their cultural
materials is to prevent them from being removed from Indian
lands.17 Federal regulations provide a variety of ways for Native
Americans to exert control over the treatment of cultural re-
sources. The policy expressed by federal legislation is a recognition
of Indian interests in sacred and ceremonial locations and objects.
Explicit procedures within the various federal acts provide a basis
for direct Native American involvement.
Native American burial sites located on private property present
greater problems. The options for dealing with human remains
and artifacts from these sites are varied. First, efforts should be
directed at keeping burial sites intact. This could be accomplished
through judicial interpretation of existing state statutes dealing
with cemeteries and dead bodies. Alternatively, legislation could
be introduced that specifically provides for equal recognition and
treatment of Indian burial sites.
Under a legislative framework, if preservation proved to be
infeasible or undesirable, the remains could be removed by ar-
cheological excavation conducted in conjunction with Native
Americans. This approach would take into account the values
held by both archeologists and Indians. From an anthropological
perspective, the best result would include a stipulation providing
for the analysis of all excavated artifacts and skeletal remains of
scientific importance. From the perspective of the Native Amer-
icans, the best solution would provide that, following a reasonable
period for analysis, the skeletal material would be returned to a
tribal organization for reburial with appropriate ceremony. This
171. Id.
172. Id. at 2.
173. Note, supra note 4, at 133.
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compromise is probably adequate for most historic period burial
sites, but it may not be sufficiently flexible for sites of greater
antiquity or possessing significant scientific value.
As an alternative, a sliding scale could be used for deciding
disputes on a case-by-case basis within a quasi-judicial or admin-
istrative setting. 74 Native American burial issues could be resolved
by a board or commission created by statute. Ideally, the board
would be composed of Native Americans, anthropologists, mu-
seum specialists and interested citizens, thus ensuring a represen-
tation of the range of perspectives. Its key functions would be
to hear requests for disinterment, delimit conditions for scientific
study, and consider claims made by tribal organizations for the
return of skeletal remains and associated grave items for reburial.
A central determinative element under this approach would be
the degree of relationship between the remains and contemporary
Indian groups. Resolving issues, then, would turn on who has
the burden of proving a relationship or establishing scientific
value.
A sliding scale approach addresses problems as they exist in
four distinct contexts. First, recognized Indian burial sites, re-
gardless of cultural or temporal association, would be presumed
to warrant the same scope of protection that is provided other
burial sites. If land disturbance is anticipated, the burden would
be placed on the developer to demonstrate both the necessity for
disinterment and methods for treating the remains. Preserving a
burial site intact is the optimum solution, since it retains the
integrity of the decedent's final resting place and avoids the
problems associated with selecting the proper treatment of the
remains.
Second, for historic period burials recovered during archeolog-
ical excavation, it would be presumed that tribal groups known
to have occupied the areas from which a skeleton was recovered
would possess sufficient cultural or biological affiliation to estab-
lish a reburial claim. This presumption would be rebuttable if an
archeologist or physical anthropologist could put forth sufficient
evidence to establish either an absence of biological or cultural
relationship with the claiming group or show that the remains or
artifacts possess significant scientific value.
Third, for ancient burials or burials of unknown affiliation
recovered during archeological excavation the presumption would
174. See, Rosen, supra note 4, at 118-19; Johnson, The Care and Disposition of
Archaeologically Excavated Human Osteological Remains, 46 MwN. ARCHAEOLOGIST 47
(1987) (discussion of alternative sliding scale approaches).
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be removed. The Native American would have the burden of
establishing a biological or cultural affiliation. If this burden
could not be met, the Native Americans should be able, in the
alternative it show that retention of the remains or artifacts lacks
a compelling scientific justification. Evidence supporting such a
showing would include facts about the nature and extent of
completed analysis and the degree of redundancy that exists with
regard to existing collections.
Finally, for materials in existing museum collections, a pre-
sumption would exist that they possess a high level of scientific
significance. In claims for the repatriation of either skeletal ma-
terial or artifacts, a heavier burden would be placed on the Native
Americans. The burden would be greatest for human skeletal
remains of ancient or unknown affiliation, and less for remains
from the historic period. This presumption is a recognition that
extant collections have inherent value to present and future gen-
erations of Americans.
Under this approach a balance would be obtained. The collec-
tion and retention of Native American skeletal remains and grave
items would be abated because it is anticipated that the preferable
solution would be to preserve a burial site intact. If excavation
should occur most skeletal remains and grave items would be
returned to tribal groups after a reasonable period for scientific
analysis. Finally, although many existing museum collections would
remain in a static state of preservation, historic period and sci-
entifically insignificant collections would be susceptible to repa-
triation claims.
This article has examined some of the legal, cultural, and
ethical issues involved in the dispute over control of Indian
skeletal remains and burial items. It has been shown that the
dispute is complex and emotional. Like dancing partners, the
interaction of Native Americans and anthropologists are inti-
mately intertwined. Several legal remedies are available for Native
Americans to protect burial remains. Alternative solutions are
available either in a legislative framework or through cooperation.
It is expected that these issues will not fade away in a whimper;
rather, it is anticipated that confrontations will continue to arise
across the nation on a state by state basis. In the end, even if
solutions are obtained, each side of the dispute will feel that
something important has been lost-such is the nature of deeply
held values.
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